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Key Information

Net decline in number
of islamophobic acts:
There was a net decline in islamophobic acts recorded in 2016: -35.9% vis-a-vis 2015, and -24.1
vis-a-vis 2014.
The islamophobic acts committed in 2016 include: 419 acts of discrimination, 39 acts
of assault, 25 attacks and damage inflicted upon religious edifices, 98 acts of hate speech
(insults, threats)
The reasons behind the decline remain varied: organic decline in the phenomenon of
islamophobia, dissuasive capacity of responses to islamophobia, while at the same time a
decline in reporting of acts by the victims.
64% of the cases the acts took place in public services. These cases were resolved by mediation
and could have been avoided by better prevention.
Women, veiled or not, remain the main victims of islamophobic acts: 75% of cases, including
100% of the more serious physical aggression acts. (>8 days ITT)
Evolution of islamophobia, with the emergence of islamophobic “security measures”, which
affects Muslims via an anti-terrorist political discourse that puts in danger the rights of Muslims.
During the state of emergency, CCIF handled 427 cases, including: 297 raids, 100 house arrests,
and 30 cases of prohibition from exiting the territory.
Emergence of tension in the health sector (30 cases, of which there were many instances of
refusal of treatment), in the educational sector (>30 cases of which Muslims were aggressively
accused of “radicalization”) and in working environments (141 cases of discrimination).
A tense legal and coexisting climate due to recurring islamophobic and racist controversies:
political statements, burkini ban, etc.
Strong boost in support in the fight against islamophobia: CCIF now has more than 12,500
supporters, 14 full time employees, and roughly 15 satellite offices a cross France.
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CCIF Analysis
In 2016, CCIF has been faced with an evolving islamophobia. On the one hand,
there is a net decline in reported islamophobic acts, from both CCIF and from
the police force. On the other hand, we see a disproportionate political response
in the name of national security that, ultimately, targets Muslims.
This “security-centered” islamophobia, created in the name of anti-terrorism
and the fight against radicalization, uses state resources to raid homes, enact
house arrests, record, surveil, and punish people of which Islamism remains a
subjective risk in the face of an absence of objective criminality.
France, heavily struck by terrorism in 2015 by the attacks of Charlie Hebdo, the
Hypercasher, the attacks at the Bataclan and the Stade de France, was again a
victim of violent attacks from the attacks in Nice to the murder of father Jacques
Hamel in Saint Etienne du Rouvray, as well as the sordid murder of two police
agents in Magnanville.
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The Second impact of Terrorism
Not only is there the reality of the human tragedies in these attacks, they also provide a legitimatization for
discourse and actions that stigmatize Muslims, and exonerate far too often the lack of prudence and judgment
that should be required in similar circumstances.
Since the declaration of the state of emergency in November 2015, there have been upwards of 4,000 raids and
house arrests as well as over 8,000 denunciations of “radicalization”.
While there has been an influx of police activity tied to the state of emergency (namely raids/assignations), only a
small portion have resulted in actual investigations based on facts, closely or loosely, tied to terrorism.
This leads to thousands of families, primarily Muslim, enduring the targeting of Muslim people, the lack of respect
to human rights and fundamental liberties guaranteed each citizen regardless of religion, and minimal concern
for their security. These families are subjected to this to create the illusion that the government is reacting in a
determined manner against terrorism, without ever considering a debate in the efficiency and efficacy of their
methods.
Acting on the lines of denunciation for radicalization, the majority of the calls considered worthy describe banal
family conflicts, without even the slightest link with Islamism in the persons denounced.
The alerts, whether they are denunciations to the police or informal surveillance by “les services de renseignment”,
have led to the production of flyers that contain personal information, without providing the reasons these people
are being targeted.
Even without concrete evidence, the gradation and degree of Islamism in the people targeted is identified as
an inherent risk and creates an environment in which the police act differently, based solely on religion; the
aforementioned being the textbook example of institutional discrimination.
To respond to the question of “radicalization” the government decided to put in place means to “de-radicalize”
people. They were given in October 2016 a budget of 100 million euros, to be spent by 80 different structures,
charged with detected elusive signs, and to de-radicalize, nearly 2,200 people detected and identified by the
authorities.
The de-radicalization program is based in anti-jihadist propaganda, an emphasis on laïcité and French republican
ideals. These programs aren’t set up with any academic, scientific, or clinical basis and the people aren’t sufficiently
trained, raising concerns when there is a serious need for personal and tailored assistance. How can we judge the
pertinence and efficacy of this program without any reports, especially considering the size of the budget afforded
this program?
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An evolving phenomenon
More broadly, the face of islamophobia has been evolving since 2016, resulting in a decline in islamophobic acts,
discrimination, and interpersonal violence. This decline is due to the progress in the fight against islamophobia
as it has increased in scale, the preventions became more audible and the sanctions more dissuasive. However,
islamophobia is also marked by an institutional validation based on the political discourse on national safety,
which accuses Muslims.
Despite the proclamations and the reminders of the base principles of republic equality vindicated at the highest
level of the State, it remains the means of the power of the public that were used for the detection, surveillance,
and accusation of thousands of people who turned out to be completely innocent, save for the fact that they
practiced (or did not ) Islam, without being tied to terrorist groups like the proponents of “security islamophobia”
would have you believe,

A retreating Islamophobia
The numerical decline of islamophobic acts
reported is clear and notable, especially in cases of
interpersonal violence. A portion of this decline is
arithmetically explained by the fact that in the year
2015 the numbers of islamophobic acts reached an
all time high.
Another reason behind this is a natural decline in
the phenomenon of islamophobia for a diverse set
of reasons.
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Firstly, the months that followed the terrorist attacks in 2016 did not lead to massive “retaliatory” acts, neither to
individuals nor places of worship, as was the case in 2015 (following the attacks in January 2015, we recorded
dozens of attacks on Muslim places of worship in the matter of a few weeks). The fact that amongst the 86 dead
and the 458 wounded in the attacks in Nice, a significant portion was Muslim facilitated the feeling of a common
humanity and solidarity in the face of the violence amongst all French citizens. This also made it more difficult to
accuse the local Muslim communities, seeing as they too were touched by this act of terrorism. With the death
of father Hamel it was the solidity of the local associative networks and interreligious ties that played a decisive
role seeing as the Christian and Muslim communities of Saint Etienne du Rouvray are interconnected and have
had an old-established relationship. It is therefore why a sentiment of resilience that, during the year 2016, partly
expressed itself, in response to the acts of terrorism, demonstrating that what brings people together is stronger
and deeper-rooted than that which divides them.
The communicative work of CCIF, these past few years, has also made the question of islamophobia more present
by taking public positions, as well as an increasing number of political figures, journalists, institutions, artists and
universities responding to this phenomenon making it all the more visible. The emblematic cases of islamophobic
discrimination and violence, as well as the judicial decisions that followed, helped to illuminate the public on the
gravity and wide-spreading reach of this phenomenon. This clearly had negative repercussions on islamophobes
who have benefitted, for far too long, from a relative impunity.
Lastly, there is a problematic aspect to this decline: for a portion of the victims reporting the acts is not an option.
This feeling, already present in normal times, is aggravated by the increase in islamophobic discourse in the
political and media spheres, coupled with the extreme difficulty the State faces to act in a systematic manner, or
at least to give credibility to their fight against islamophobia. The role played by DILCRAH, for whom islamophobia
is not even a consideration, is notable, even though it is acts in total dissonance in regards to the other institution
in charge of the respect of fundamental liberties and human rights (CNCDH, Défenseur des Droits et Observatoire
de la Laïcité). These partisan and divisive positions are found at different institutional levels, from Gilles Clavreul to
Manuel Valls (former Prime minister and former Minister of Domestic Affairs), going through Laurence Rossignol
(Minister of Women Rights), and spread to millions of people who felt disdain and rejection. We know the immense
courage it takes to come forward as a victim, it is therefore comprehensible that discourse of this nature when
proclaimed by agents of the public authority dissuades and discourages victims from coming forward.
To this day, according to the “Agence des Droits Fondamentaux” only 18% of victims of racism come forward,
creating a systematic underestimation of all the contemporary forms of racism and intolerance.
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Statistics
The statistics regarding islamophobic acts remain alarming. This past year CCIF recorded 580 acts. These include:
419 cases of discrimination, 39 cases of assault, 25 attacks on religious edifices, 98 cases of hate speech or threats.
These cases, in large measure, reported both by the government and CCIF are most commonly resolved by mediation or
by legal action in civil courts.

Muslim women,
predominant targets
As in previous years, women are most often the targets of islamophobic
acts (75% of victims are women), even if the emergence of “security and
identity” islamophobia also targets men who fall victim to violent acts.
It is also important to note the prevalence of islamophobic acts that take
place in public places (64% of cases), which confirms an institutional bias of
islamophobia, and how it affects users of public services. These cases are
dealt with most commonly by mediation, but it shows the necessity of real
prevention, particularly concerning questions of laïcité.
The El Khomri law, put in place by the use of the 49-3 article of the
Constitution (that allows the executive to adopt a law without debate
nor the vote by Members of the Parliament), introduces an article that is
unanimously critiqued by lawyers, specialized NGO’s, and syndicates,
which allows certain enterprises the right to impose on their employees
a religious neutrality in the workplace. This is typically reserved for public
servants. This essentially legalizes the right to discriminate and to impose
a work dress and religious code on their employees, which aggravates the
situation thousands of women are put in, notably Muslim women who wear
a veil. The European Commission, ENAR, CEDAW, and OSCE in their fight
against racism, has placed an emphasis on the importance of fighting
discrimination against Muslim women, especially regarding access to
education and employment. We see other European countries, one’s who
aren’t necessarily more economically stable, making clear efforts to fight
against inequality and discrimination.
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Impact of the State
of Emergency

The culmination of this political islamophobia came to a head
during the summer of 2016, with polemics concerning the “burkini.”
Initiated by a few mayors from the political party “Les Républicains”

Add to that the 427 cases from the state of emergency that CCIF

who are ware that they are surrounded by an electorate that is very

has dealt with. These cases are broken down into the following

receptive to questions of identity. The controversy was quickly

categories: 100 house arrests, 297 house raids, and cases of

taken by diverse political currents such as the Front National, the

prohibition from exiting the territory.

groups who are creating a “left laïque” movement, even gaining the
support of Manuel Valls, the first minister, who never misses an

With each of these cases CCIF had to develop expertise on themes

occasion to say what he thinks about Muslim women who wear

of security, mobilizing a network of successful lawyers to litigate

the veil.

these cases in court, when these measures weren’t abrogated.
After dozens of cases of verbalization, of surrealistic scenes where
It was also necessary to have give psychological support to these

police made Muslim women undress, in high-tension situations

families, for whom the brutality of these raids, and in numerous

where families were singled out violently, it became necessary that

cases, result in traumatic situations, sometimes in front of children

CCIF and LDH intervene and take systematic legal action, going all

which often lead to abuse, humiliation, and degradation.

the way up to the State Council, so that the country comes back
returns to its senses: returns to the law.

To this day the government has yet to apologize to the people and
families unjustly targeting due to security measures, whether it is

This led to a massive condemnation from the international

due to the raids or impeding on personal liberties.

community, confronted with how islamophobia in France flies in
the face of fundamental rights and liberties.

For many of these cases, these security measures led to
consequences, notably loss of employment, training, or social aids.

It was only when the State Council presented it’s decision, which
reaffirmed individual liberties and rendered the arguments in favor

Political
Islamophobia

of the “burkini arrests” by the municipalities ridiculous, that the
tension started to break. However, this came only after unnecessary
humiliation suffered by hundreds of women.

Another significant tendency in 2016 was the quasi-omnipresence
of political islamophobia: from the extreme right to the left, we saw
the capacity of very different political currents to produce discourse
that targeted and put in question Muslims in terms of their identity,
security or false equality; notably by perverting laïcité, feminism
and the freedom of expression.
The minister of women’s rights, Laurence Rossignol, compared
veiled women, whom she considers to be “political militants”, to
“African Americans who support slavery.” They are shocked when
these women are targeted for violence and discrimination, even
when they themselves are the ones making them targets even
though they are in charge of respecting the rights of all women,
including those who make choices in their clothing and religions
that are different to their own.
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The government remains a
mbiguous on it’s position vis-a-vis
Islamophobia

researchers working on the themes of racism, security, law, and/

In all of these instances, whether it is the state of emergency,

concerning islamophobia, all while allowing the association to

the discrimination, or the emblematic cases with political

benefit from an outside, independent perspective, and having

underpinnings, the position of the government remains ambivalent

expertise in the field in order to better understand and avoid the

at nearly all levels of the government:

phenomenon of racism, in all its dimensions.

On one side the acts against Muslim people are clearly identified as

This year, we requested four universities to produce, each based

a problem, but on the other the government barely demonstrates

on its own expertise, a thematic analysis that is tied to the work of

its political willingness to curb the problem.

CCIF and the theme of islamophobia.

On the other side the main instructions in place to protect human

Kawtar Najib, geographer, proposes a spatialization based on

rights are aware of the reality of islamophobia (Défenseur des Droits,

data provided by CCIF. Carmen Teeple Hopkins, sociologist,

CNCDH, and Observatoire de la laïcité included), on the other the

writes a qualitative analysis of islamophobic discrimination.

DILCRAH, under the authority of prefect Clavreul, a governmental

Ibrahim Bechrouri, political scientist, addresses statements on

body in charge of combatting racism, is in denial of the problem,

security policy, while comparing this line of politics to situations

and uses its resources to create a hierarchy of the different forms

in Anglo-Saxon countries. Siegfried Mathelet, philosopher, offers

of racism and questions all of the portions of civil society that does

a comparative analysis of political debates that target Muslims in

not share its ideology.

France and Quebec. (In French only).

Finally, the different ministers are obliged to recognize the necessity

After 13 years, sustained by over 12,500 supporters, roughly

of prevention training of public servants to avoid discriminatory

15 salaried employees, hundreds of volunteers, and roughly 15

practices, however they deny the responsibility of the power of the

regional satellites spanning the French territory, CCIF consolidated

public in the emergence and/or continuation of these practices.

its activities, gained full financial independence by grants and

or discrimination.
After many years now, CCIF opens its doors to universities
from around the globe, to enrich the field of academic literature

contributions from our supporters, all while developing, for the
In this day and age where populism is at the doorstep of power, it is

entirety of French society, a clear discourse on islamophobia, while

within our right to expect the state to be self-critical on topics, which

reminding everyone the shared responsibility to act concretely to

have been degrading the nations capacity to have populations

curtail islamophobia.

coexist after generations of denial. The decisions made by the

It is time, in 2017, that this responsibility
is taken and that we advance as a society.
Removing a toxic islamophobia from At last.
the country
government don’t indicate any such movement.

In this face of all this, CCIF remains in a position of frank and
constructive dialogue, highlighting problematic situations in an
independent and critical manner, all while proposing solutions to
better the situation.
In this spirit, this 2017 report, in contrast to previous years, has
found two novelties:
(1) A series of targeted recommendations, clear and constructive

Samy Debah
President of CCIF
Lila Charef
RHead of the Legal Department
Marwan Muhammad
Executive Director

that can be implemented by institutional bodies, the media, politics/
politicians, and university to combat islamophobia.
(2) Thematic contributions from universities, produced by
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10 Important Cases in
2016
Here are ten cases, which will provide you with an idea of the work that CCIF worked on or analyzed.
These aren’t necessarily the most severe, nor the most innocuous, but they offer insight in the type of
work our lawyers and team intervene on.

1

January 14, 2016
Nahil, 11 years old, is accused of being a terrorists apprentice by his teacher. Educated in a middle school in île de France,
the child rolled up a piece of paper in the form of a cigar to make a “gun” to show his friends. One of his friends informs the
professor. The professor takes Nahil by the shoulders and tells him “these are the acts of a terrorist’s apprentice.” Directly
following this incident, the principle of the middle school requests a meeting with the parents. Contacted by Nahil’s mother,
CCIF sends a lawyer to accompany them. The teacher offers her apologies. The district Academy and the psychologist of
the middle school stayed by the child’s side. Nahil changed teachers and was able to blossom in a new class. Source

2

February 12, 2016
Violent assault on a woman wearing a veil in front of a school in Vitry-sur-Seine. Lola, a mother wearing a veil, was waiting
for her children at the entrance of the school around 4:15 PM. Another students mother, unknown to Lola, attempts to
stab her twice. She hear a woman yelling insults: “What’s wrong s***, I’m going to take off your veil!” None of the numerous
people present reacting to the attack. After the authorities arrived on the scene, even though the assailant was identified,
they did not take any expulsion measure before releasing the assailant. Lola and her son had to take 10 days off of work
and school due to injuries sustained during the attack. Source

3

March 25, 2016
Mohammed, political Palestinian refugee, is the target of harassment from the Mister of the Interior after nearly three years,
for refusing to serve the intelligence agency. His religion was used against him, and he was demanded to infiltrate mosques
for intelligence purposes. In 2016, after his refusal, his entitlements, as a refugee, have been cut off. This measure was
taken after a house arrest nearly700 km from his home (Poitiers). Mohammed is still waiting for the decision from l’OFPRA
(the national refugee agency), which could strip him of his refugee status. Source
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4

April 29-30, 2016
In the night, a prayer room in Ajaccio is the target of arson attack. The fire destroyed the prayer room, however there were
no victims. It was discovered early morning when worshippers went for the day’s first prayer. The trail of the fire remained
privileged information by the investigators. Source

5

June 10, 2016
Harassed, an Iraqi family found pigs feet and a rat cut in two in front of their home. After several months, the Tamim* family,
originally from Iraq and newly arrived in France in the Aquitaine-Limousine-Poitou-Charentes area, had become the center
of attention around their neighborhood. Even though the husband is handicapped and the family has no criminal history,
the Tamim family found themselves harassed by Front National supports, targeting by their bank and left to their fight by
the local precinct. Source

6

July 27, 2016
A black, Muslim septuagenarian is violently assaulted in Barentin, after the attack in Saint-Étienne-du-Rouvray. The
aggressor had followed and violently assaulted the victim, after insulting his daughters as “dirty black people,” in the parking
lot of a building. The victim also reported the aggressor as having said “it is not because you are in a dress [Djellaba] with a
hat [Chéchia] that anything is allowed… if I come down, it is not to hit you, its to strangle like you do, I’m at home you need
to buzz off”. The aggressor attacked an elderly man. He fainted and woke up with bruises around his neck. He was also
diagnosed with a head injury. The trial was held on November 9. 2016 and the aggressor was sentenced with 5 months in
prison with a suspended sentence, 105 hours of community service, and 600 euros in damages. Even with all the evidence
presented in this case, the presiding judge did not find that this was an instance of racism. Source

7

August 11, 2016
The mayor of Cannes, David Lisnard, publishes an anti-burkini arrest. Afterwards, 31 municipalities take similar action.
The arguments put forth in favor of these arrests are shocking. Invoking the attacks committed by Daesh targeting “the
symbols of the French republic and the catholic religion”, the mayor pretends to be avoiding public disturbances by banning
beachwear that “is an ostensible sign of religion.” After dozens of verbalizations, surrealistic scenes where police officers
ordered Muslim women to undress, high-tense situations in the presence of families, CCIF and LDH legally intervened until
the State Council and the country returned to its senses: returned to the law. August 26, 2016, the State Council revoked the
arrest in Villeneuve-Loubet. The other arrests where contested in local jurisdictions. Prime Minister Manuel Valls publicly
expressed his disagreement with the decision of the State Council. Source
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8

August 29, 2016
Two Muslim women are harassed at “Le Cénacle” restaurant in Tremblay-en-France. Sarah and Mariam, both wearing
a veil, went to the restaurant in the Paris region of France to celebrate their reunion. The owner of the restaurant, upon
seeing them, accused them of being terrorists solely due to the fact that they were wearing veils. After humiliating them,
he demands they leave the restaurant. The scene was filmed on a cellphone. Supported by the intervening officers, the two
women decide to act. After a call from a witness, CCIF got involved. The trial will take place on February 16, 2017 in Bobigny.
Source

9

October 27, 2016
A doctor is sanctioned by “l’Ordre des Médecins” for having refused to treat a Muslim woman because she was wearing a
veil. In June 2015, Fatima went to a general practitioner due to hypertension. Her doctor was on vacation, his replacement,
Doctor Marie, saw to her. As a Muslim, Fatima was wearing a “small pink veil” that she removed upon entering the office.
Poorly treated, the situation clearly escalated when Fatima did not respond well to the medication that the doctor wanted to
prescribe. The doctor tore the prescription while telling Fatima “she doesn’t like veiled women.” Fatima * took out her phone
and filmed the scene. In the video, published on Buzzfeed, the doctor clearly states that she refuses to treat “veiled women.”
The doctor who admitted to refusing to treat a patient because she was wearing a veil received a one month suspended
sentence.

10

December 23, 2016
A man with a “Muslim appearance” is stabbed on a bus. The blade of the knife was one centimeter away from an aorta
of the victim. His aggressor explains his crime as “fear of terrorism” was sentenced to two years in prison with a six
month suspended sentence on December 26, 2016 in the criminal court of Versailles. In an article, “le Parisien” portrays the
aggressor in a lenient manner, explaining that the assault was due to depression and alcoholism. The author finishes the
article while highlighting that “effectively” the victim was a “salafist.” Source
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Political Islamophobia:
notable declarations and
decisions
1

February 2016
Reports from Amnesty International, Human Right Watch, and Défenseur des droits confirms the prevalence of islamophobia
during the state of emergency. Human Right Watch collected the testimonies of 18 Muslims affirming that they were subject
to abusive raids, investigations, arrests or house arrests. After the attacks of November 13, 2015 and the declaration of the
state of emergency, 4000 raids have been held for which only six started an investigation for suspected terrorism.

2

March 2016
Laurence Rossignol, minister of women’s rights succeeds in promoting a combo of sexist ideals (negrophobia, Holocaust
denial, and islamophobia) in a speech on the radio: “there are women who choose, but there are also black afr… African
Americans who were pro-slavery. […] I think that these women are advancing a militant political Islam. I treat them as
militants, that is to say that I confront them on an intellectual front and I denounce the idea of society they embrace. I
think that there women who wear the veil due to their faith but there are also women who wasn’t to impose the veil on
everyone because they are creating a public rule.” On this day, Mrs. Rossignol was not reproached by a single member of
the executive branch.

3

April 2016
In an interview at Libération, Manuel Valls, questions the compatibility of Islam and the French Republic: “Today, laïcité is
confronted with the rise of radical Islam and also the place of Islam in our society. I believe in my country, in its message
and its universal values. I would like for us to be capable of proving that Islam, a major religion in the world, and the second
largest religion in France, is fundamentally compatible with the French Republic, democracy, our values, and gender parity.”
In the same interview, the prime minister opposes his ministers of education and defends the banning of the veil in the
University, even if, as was done umpteen times, he was reminded by lawyers that such a law would be unconstitutional.

4

April 4, 2016
“The veil is not a fashion phenomenon, it is a subjugation of women,” Manuel Valls at Théâtre Déjazet in Paris.
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5

May 2016
Céline Pina, substitute for a PM, compares the veil to a Nazi armband. Her speech was not reproached nor sanctioned, not
even by the administrations charged with combatting racism, where one of their priorities is the fight against hate speech.

6

August 25, 2016
“I refuse to accept women to be veiled in schools, universities, in public service, in enterprises…” Nicolas Sarkozy in a
meeting at Chåteaurenard.

7

August 29, 2016
“Marianne is the symbol of the République, she shows her bare breast, because it nourishes the people! She is not veiled
because she is free, that is the Republic! That is Marianne!” Manuel Valls, in a meeting at Colomiers.

8

September 6, 2016
“There are not moderate Muslims.”; “We must give them the choice between Islam and France. If they are French, they must
remove themselves from their religion.” Eric Zemmour, on France 5.

9

November 12, 2016
“There is a last problem that we must fix, and that is the issue of the place Islam has in the French Republic. There is no
portion of the Catholic community that is threatening the French Republic. There is no portion of the Jewish community
that is threatening the French Republic; there is no portion of the Buddhist community, or anything else! There is just one
problem, and that is the integration in the heart of the Muslim community, and that is a problem that we must fix!” François
Fillon, in a meeting in Biarritz.

10

December 25, 2016
On her Twitter account, Isabelle Surply, regional advisor of the Front National, disseminates pictures of veiled women
captioned with the following commentary: “I am still allowed to say that I don’t feel at home?” A few moths earlier, she
relayed a tweet that accused people who wished Muslims a “happy Ramadan” of being collaborators.
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10 Key Moments for CCIF
in 2016
1

January 12, 2016
A public meeting dealing with the state of emergency in Gennevilliers, with the presence of Alexis Bacheley, deputy of
Colombes and Didier Billion (Adjoin Director of IRIS) Source

2

February 8, 2016
Participation at a conference posing the question “What are the impacts of the anti-terrorist measures put in place on
human rights?” jointly organized by Amnesty International, Human Right Watch, FIDH (Fédération international des Droits
de l’Homme), and LDH (Ligue des Droits de l’Homme). Source

3

April 2016

4

May 9-14, 2016

5

May 30, 2016

Launch of the “group action” procedure against Laurence Rossignol. Source

CCIF travels to the United States to meet with partner associations, who are also engaged in the fight against islamophobia.

CCIF organizes a conference on religions place in enterprises in partnership with Médiapart and Témoignange Chrétien.
Source

6

July 4, 2016

7

July-August 2016

CCIF participates in France’s review session with CEDAW compliance at the UN.

Membership campaign for CCIF. 8000 new members joined in the span of a couple weeks.
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8

July 14-16, 2016

9

October 24, 2016

CCIF travels to England to meet with partner associations that deal with racism.

Publication in the legal journal “Semaine Sociale Lamy” of an interview with Lila Charef, head of the legal department at CCIF
on “the condemnation of the social death of employees wearing religious signs.”

10

November 14, 2016
Hearing of CCIF to CNCDH (Commission Nationale Consultative des Droits de l’Homme) on the state of islamophobia.
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Recommendations:
Getting out of this
situation
For the media

Public Authorities

Conduct more thorough research and background checks before

Stop stigmatizing Muslim communities, particularly veiled women

inviting “experts”, choose university researches, professionals, or

in your discourse. Create a dialogue of acceptance of diversity.

members of civil society rather than polemists.
Penalize islamophobic decisions made by public servants who
Stop giving voice to people who have already been condemned or

disregard the law, even though they themselves work for the

investigated for questions of racism.

government.

Invite women, and in general people who are implicated in the

Make public clarifying figures, and condemn all racist acts.

subjects, which you wish to discuss.
Put an end to the targeting of Muslims in the programs that are
Stop contributing to the objectives of terrorist organizations like

intended to fight against terrorism.

Daesh (who are looking to garner media attention with their attacks)
by relaying their ideologies and declarations in a disproportionate

Create prevention programs in public services, on the basis of

manner.

opinions from l’Observatoire de la laïcité, to avoid all acts of
discrimination in the name of the State.

Develop material and reportages on times other than periods of
high tension.

Reaffirm the primacy of the law, clarifying the objective criteria
of inclusion/exclusion of associations, people, and structures in

Invite Muslims to discuss general subjects as well (art, economy,

terms of religion.

education, health etc.)
Better the reception of victims in police stations.
Organize orientations for your teams on subjects such as diversity
and racism led by professionals who are specialized in said fields.

Create a statement on the laws of 2004 and 2010, with a mixed
group from parliament, and include academics and civil society.

Define a lexicon of the most controversial words, to clarify in
debates, how the words are intended to be interpreted.
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Defenders of Rights
and the CNCDH
Create an objective statement on the state of emergency, and it’s
efficacy and the impact on fundamental liberties.
Establish recommendations to avoid the EL Khomri law from
permitting discrimination of people in the work place by imposing
neutrality on employees.
Develop a watch team concerning political discourse, particularly
concerning campaign elections, to highlight racist remarks.
For the DDD, establish a protocol to take charge of cases dealing
with islamophobic discrimination, to better the accountability and
their care.

University Research
Finance a transparent, independent, multidisciplinary scale
research on antiterrorism, by allowing the academics concerned to
obtain information on the strategies that are in place.
Launch a multidisciplinary research project on Islamophobia in
France and in Europe over the past five years.
Lead research on the impact of islamophobic discourse on people,
Muslim and not, (psychological, trust, success, and radicalization
impacts.)
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